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Whether you’re looking to find a career after finishing school or you’re job hunting later in life,
beginning a new job hunt can be intimidating. Many people aren’t quite sure of the best ways
to find a job when they’re ready to start looking.
The job market has been steadily getting better over the last few years, making it easier to find
work. According to Statista, the U.S. unemployment rate has been dropping from a high of 9.6%
in 2010 to 5.3% in 2015. It was down to 4.8% as of January 2017.
So, with new hope to find a career on the horizon, what are some of the best tips to finding a
job?
There are multiple options these days for job hunting. No more do you have to wait on the
morning paper to look at help wanted ads. The internet has created new outlets for the best
way to look for a job anytime, anywhere.
But with so many tools at your fingertips to job hunt, it can get confusing. You don’t want to
waste time on tips to finding a job that don’t give you results. So, we’ve researched top sites to
give you the best way to search for jobs and find just what you’re looking for.

AdvisoryHQ’s List of the Top 6 Best Ways to Find a Job
List is sorted alphabetically (click any of the job website names below to go directly to the
detailed review section for that website):

CareerBuilder
Indeed
LinkedIn
LinkUp
USAJOBS
US.jobs

Top 6 Best Job Hunting Tips | Brief Comparison
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Best Way to Get a Job | Job Hunting Tips
If you want to be successful when trying to find work, there are some things you can do before
you just jump in. If you take time to research and create your gameplan on the best way to look
for a job, those efforts can pay off.
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Some people don’t have much luck even with the best job hunting sites, and others end up
taking a job they don’t really want because they didn’t plan before trying to find a career. These
are common mistakes you can avoid.
Here are a few winning job hunting tips for before the job hunt starts:
Know what you want to do for a career
Review websites of potential companies that you might want to work for
Write a unique resume; think of it as “branding” yourself
Ask friends and family to review your resume
Ask former teachers or employers to write you a reference letter
Know how much you want to make and the minimum you’ll accept
Understand locations and how far you want to go when you find work
Stay at it, and don’t get discouraged when trying to find a career of your dreams
Another thing to remember when looking for the best way to find jobs is that your online
resume and career site profile aren’t written in stone. If you’re not getting the response you
want during your job hunt, you can easily change it up for better job hunting results.

Tips to Finding a Job | Write an Outstanding Resume
Your resume, whether online or printed, truly is the #1 tool and best way to get a job you want.
You would be surprised how many people don’t put much thought into their resume even
though all the best job-hunting tips tell you it’s important.
Some common issues are misspellings, incomplete job history, or having a resume that’s either
too short or too long. Sending out a poorly written resume as your initial impression with an
employer is definitely not the best way to look for a job.
But you don’t have to be a professional writer to
craft an outstanding resume to find work. There
are plenty of resources you can use to make
your resume the best way to find jobs that
makes you stand out.
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Use an Easy-to-Read Format
Don’t get crazy with strange fonts or colors. The best way to get a job is to have a resume that
is formatted to be easy to read. Use a traditional font like Times New Roman or Arial and list
your work history by latest job at the top, oldest at the bottom.

Use Results-Based Stories to Sell Your History
When you’re trying to find a career, use stories to illustrate your accomplishments. Instead of
writing “In charge of sales and marketing,” try, “Oversaw sales and marketing, increased sales
by 28% and gained 1,000 new social media followers a month.” Which statement do you think
is the best way to find jobs?

Match Your Resume to the Job
This may seem obvious, but not all people looking for the best ways to find a job will pay
attention to that detail. You may be looking for accounting or administrative work, and if so,
you should have a slightly different resume that highlights your strengths in each area.

Write a Strong Opening Statement
At the top of good resumes from people who want to find work, there will be a short opening
statement, also known as an objective. This is about who you are and why you believe you’re a
great candidate. You can find some excellent tips on the best way to get a job with a killer
opening statement at The Interview Guys.

Proofread, and Proofread Again!
One misspelled word can ruin an otherwise excellent resume. The best way to search for jobs to
to make sure you and someone else proofread your resume thoroughly for typos.

Use Online Job-Hunting Tips for Resume Writing
One of the best ways to find a job with a stellar resume is to search resources from the pros
before you start a job hunt:
Daily Writing Tips
Monster.com Resume Samples
Resume-Now Sample Resumes
ASME Tips for Writing an Effective Resume
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Detailed Review – Best Ways to Get a Job
Below, please find a detailed review of each website on our list of best ways to find a job. We
have highlighted some of the factors that allowed these top job-hunting tips sites to score so
highly in our selection ranking.

CareerBuilder Review
CareerBuilder is a site that’s been around since 1995, first begun under the name Netstart.
They are one of the best ways to find a job if you want a site that’s well-established and is
backed up by close to 3,000 employees.
The site serves about 80 million job applicants per month and about 3 million jobs are posted
monthly, which makes this an excellent job hunting site with lots of options to find work.

Key Features That Lead to Our Ranking of CareerBuilder
as One of the Best Ways to Find a Job
If you happen to be searching on your local newspaper’s website, you’ll find many of them also
think that CareerBuilder is the best way to search for jobs and use them as their job search
engine.
Easy to Job Hunt However You Like
The site navigation makes it easy to find a career with multiple search options. If you think the
best way to look for a job is by career and salary details, they’ve got you covered. On their site
map, you can easily search by career, by job title, or by location.
Or just stay on the main page and search the same keywords employers are using to find
candidates, which can be the best way to get a job.
Multiple Job-Hunting Tips and Tools
The site has a number of tools and job hunting tips that you can use to find a career:
•
•
•
•
•
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Advice blog
Job alerts
Talent networks
Ability to upload up to 3 resumes
Helpful videos

Indeed Review
Founded in 2004, Indeed has quickly become the #1 job site worldwide, according to the
company. They have over 200 million unique visitors per month, and their site is available in
more than 60 countries and 28 languages.
One really cool feature you will want to see on their “about” page is the global map that shows
people that chose Indeed as the best way to get a job and got hired.

Key Features That Lead to Our Ranking of Indeed
as One of the Best Ways to Find a Job
With Indeed, your job hunting includes job sites, newspapers, associations, and company career
pages all at the same time. They keep a running count of new jobs posted in the last 7 days,
which is at 707,850 as of this writing.
Search and Post Fast
People short on time who want job hunting tips quickly will find their main search page, simple
and fast. They also have a quick resume posting tool that “only takes a few seconds.”
If you don’t find an entry form the best way to look for a job, you can choose their advanced
form and get a few more detailed job hunting inputs.

Image Source: Indeed Job-Hunting Tips
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Job Trends Job-Hunting Tips
Have you ever wondered if a career you are considering is the best one for you? The Job Trends
tool on the site is really nifty and can be one of the best tips to finding a job that has a positive
trend.

LinkedIn Review
While people don’t always think of LinkedIn when looking for the best way to find jobs, this
social media site for business professionals has a robust jobs search and posting tool for both
employers looking to hire and seekers looking to find a career.
LinkedIn was first launched in 2003 and currently has over 467,000,000 registered members.
Because it’s a social media site built for business connections, it’s one of the best ways to find a
job and leverage your connections.

Key Features That Lead to Our Ranking of LinkedIn
as One of the Best Job-Hunting Tips
LinkedIn is one of those “best kept secrets” when it comes to job hunting, which means you can
get a leg up on others looking to find work in the same company or career that you are. One
thing to know is you can job hunt for free, but premium features are extra.
It’s All About the Connections
The fact that you can job hunt by company and instantly see any of your connections who work
there makes this a best way to get a job by leveraging your networking skills.
You can easily reach out to someone you’ve connected with for advice about their hiring
process and get tips to finding a job from people you know who already work there.
Robust Personal Profiles
LinkedIn gives you the added benefit of using your profile as an additional resume when you
find a career there. Here are a few job-hunting tips for boosting your profile:
•
•
•
•
•
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Post and share on your timeline regularly
Follow thought leaders and companies
Post articles or blogs you’ve written
Choose a powerful background photo
Send connection requests to people at companies you’re interested in
(but don’t overdo it)

LinkUp Review
While not as well known as some of the others, LinkUp has some great job hunting tips if you
are looking for a site that strives to always stay current and does not have fake or duplicate job
hunt listings.
The company states they are completely unique in the industry of job hunting in that they index
jobs exclusively from company websites. They have over three million jobs in their search
engine, and many people think theirs is the best way to look for a job.

Key Features That Lead to Our Ranking of LinkUp
as One of the Best Ways to Find a Job
Tapping into the listings from company websites is the best way to search for jobs in a single
place instead of going to multiple corporate sites. And that type of job hunting benefit does
make LinkUp unique.
Lots of Accolades
LinkUp has an impressive list of organizations that say their site is one of the best job-hunting
tips around. Here are a few of the references they list:
•
•
•
•

Bloomberg
USA Today
Forbes
Fast Company

App Help to Find a Career
They have a helpful app that you can use as the best way to find jobs on the go. The app is
compatible with Android, iPhone, and iPad. You can even set up alerts to help you job hunt and
ping you when the perfect job awaits.
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USAJOBS Review
If you’ve always dreamed of landing a government job, then USAJOBS is the best way to look
for a job as a Federal employee. The site is run by the United States Office of Personnel
Mangement, and it’s a one-stop shop for tips to finding a job with the government.

Image Source: USAJOBS Best Ways to Find a Job
And don’t worry if you don’t want to move to Washington D.C. to find work, the site busts that
myth, explaining that just 15% of federal government jobs are located in the nation’s capital,
83% are in multiple locations throughout the country, and 2% are outside the U.S.

Key Features That Lead to Our Ranking of USAJOBS
as the Best Way to Get a Job
This is our only site in our top best ways to find a job that is for purely federal government jobs,
but often these types of positions aren’t listed on other job hunting tips sites. There can also be
different application procedures, and this site makes it easy to understand what you need to
know to find a career.
They Make the Federal Job Hunt Process Easy
When some people consider trying to find work with the government, they think the
application process is really complicated and time consuming. What makes USAJOBS a best way
to look for a job in the government is that they take the complication out of it.
The process is very straightforward, and they explain it along with giving tips to finding a job
here.
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The Best Way to Find Jobs Hiring Urgently
Another nice feature of the site is that you can explore the most urgent hiring needs, which is
one of the best ways to search for jobs that need to be filled right away. They also have a wide
range of areas to find work, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statistics
Nursing
Human resources
Contracting
Computer science
Auditing
Information technology management

US.jobs Review
US.jobs might sound like another government-run website for the best way to get a job, but it’s
not. It’s run by the National Labor Exchange, a partnership between the National Association of
State Workforce Agencies (NASWA) and DirectEmployers Association.
The site was first started in 2001 by 14 top Fortune 500 companies as a way to reduce their
recruiting costs and create the best way to get a job at a leading corporation. Since that time,
the member list of companies has grown impressively.

Key Features That Lead to Our Ranking of US.jobs
as One of the Best Ways to Find a Job
US.jobs is another one of those hidden gems that not everyone lists in their job-hunting tips. It
also is a resource that has specific job hunting help for veterans, and on the employer side it
helps them with OFCCP compliance.
Career Resources with Job Hunting Tips
The site has a really nice Career Resources section, one of the most robust of any of the sites
that provide a best way to search for jobs. This job-hunting tips area includes:
•
•
•
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Job fair and workshops search
Resume help
Career research

•
•
•
•
•
•

Salary calculator
Great Place to Work® reviews
Career assessment
Education
Relocation information
Career transition tips

Search by Multiple Criteria
This is the best way to look for a job if you like to have multiple search options. You can search
their database directly, visit State Job Banks, or search by industry, occupation, or area of
interest, such as disability or seniors.

Conclusion – Top 6 Best Ways to Find a Job
Beginning any new job hunt can be a little daunting. But if you start with a solid foundation and
research the best job-hunting tips for writing your resume ahead of time, it can be easier than
you think to find a career.
And whether you plan to work for a major Fortune 500 corporation, would prefer finding the
best way to search for jobs in the government, or would just like to tap into your local market,
there are some excellent tools out there to make it easier to find work.
These top six sites for the best way to get a job provide multiple outlets to use in your job
hunting endeavors, and by combining job search sites with job-hunting tips for an outstanding
resume, you have some powerful tools at your disposal to help you find that new career in no
time.

AdvisoryHQ Disclaimer:
Reasonable efforts have been made to present accurate information, however all info is
presented without warranty. Review AdvisoryHQ’s Terms for details. Also review each firm’s
site for the most updated data, rates and info.
Note: Firms and products, including the one(s) reviewed above, may be our affiliates. Click to
view our advertiser disclosures.
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